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School of 
thought

The design of a new school concert hall presented 
an opportunity to create an innovative performance 

space that caters for both music and drama
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W 
hen theater consultant Van 
Phillips and senior design 
architect Fred Gore began 
planning their most recent 
educational facility project, 

Phillips saw the potential to make a major leap 
forward in performing arts center design.

“For years I’ve been saying to Fred, ‘We’re 
doing it backward,’ ” says Phillips, the owner 
of theater design consultancy Jones Phillips 
Associates. He and Gore – a senior design 
architect with URS Corporation – have 
completed more than 20 projects together. 
“Most performing arts programs in American 
secondary schools are more driven by music than 
by drama. Drama programs are relatively small, 
and music programs are huge, and involve as 
much as a third of the student body. We’ve been 
building theaters and trying to put the orchestra 
on that stage.”

Phillips and Gore got the opportunity to take 
this new approach to the Jenison Public Schools 
Center for the Arts in Jenison, Michigan, where 
a focus on music made solid, practical sense. 
�e school district’s orchestra program alone 
includes more than 500 string players, with three 
orchestras at the middle school level and four 
in the high school level. �e high school band 
program welcomes 120 new players every year 
into three ensembles, and every school in the 
district has at least one choir. 

“I said, ‘We need to build a concert hall and 
have it work as a theater,’ ” says Phillips. “I was 
con�dent I could �t a theater into the footprint 
we needed for a full orchestra.”

The rigging challenge
�e Jenison Center for the Arts design – now 
under USA copyright as ‘Concert Hall that 
transforms into a complete working stage 
�eater’ – features a 90� stage opening. At its full 
width, the stage can accommodate a large high 
school orchestra and a choir in the lo� that 
surrounds the stage. To accommodate a 
theatrical production, tall sliding walls can move 
onto the stage to form the 40�-wide proscenium.

Over the top of the forestage, Wenger 
Corporation created a 6,000lb (2,700kg) front-of-
house eyebrow that serves as the ceiling for the 
acoustical shaping. �e eyebrow assembly is 17� 
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Above left: A 6,000lb (2,700kg) 
front-of-house eyebrow by 
Wenger Corporation provided 
the greatest rigging challenge

Above right: The 90ft-wide stage 
can accommodate a large high 
school orchestra and a choir in 
the surrounding loft

Below: The striking façade of 
the Jenison Center for the Arts
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deep and 48� long, and features a major speaker 
cluster within the structure.

To achieve the �exibility Phillips and Gore 
planned for the space, contractor Beck Studios 
turned to JR Clancy for the required rigging. 

�e Clancy/Beck team provided three line 
sha� hoists to raise and lower the onstage ceiling 
panels, and a separate front-of-house line sha� 
hoist to lower a portion of the eyebrow. “�e 
orchestra ceiling pieces were provided by another 
contractor, and they came in heavier than 
speci�ed,” says Dan Ilhardt, president of Beck 
Studios. “Clancy went back and designed a more 
powerful motor. It’s great when you have the 
product line to do that.”

�e eyebrow provided the greatest rigging 
challenge in its size and aesthetic requirements. 
“�e house crew needs to move the eyebrow 
to match the over-stage ceilings to create a 
continuous look,” says Kevin Auses, JR Clancy’s 
project manager. “We designed a custom line 
sha� that allowed us to pick up this heavy 
eyebrow on the upstage and downstage end at the 
same time, and move it and the speaker cluster 
as a unit. It’s one hoist with 12 li� lines for the 
eyebrow plus two for the speaker cluster.”

�e eyebrow itself was all in a day’s work for 
the Wenger team. “We’ve been doing projects 
like this for more than 60 years, and we pride 
ourselves on making a custom design/build 
panel,” says Mark Ingalls, Wenger’s product 
manager for the performing arts. “�e eyebrow 
is a welded-steel tube frame with our 2in-thick 
honeycomb composite panels on the face side. 
�ere is also an area in the middle where the 
speakers are located, and we just covered the steel 
frame with an acoustically transparent fabric.” 

�is kind of construction is fairly common, 
explains Ingalls, but on this job the assembly 
required some tricky coordination. “Typically 
we assemble the eyebrow on the stage �oor and 
bring the rigging down to pick it up,” said Ingalls. 
“�e design did not allow us to do this, so we 
had to assemble it in the air. It takes a lot of 
experienced people to do that.”

Wenger worked closely with the Beck team to 
maneuver the eyebrow into place in midair. “We 
were all pleasantly surprised at how quickly and 
easily it went together,” Ingalls says. 

“Clancy and Wenger had to work together 
on this, and it was great to see them do it so 
well,” Ilhardt agrees. “�is was the �rst time we’d 
worked with both Wenger and Clancy on one 
project since Wenger bought Clancy, and now we 
really see the bene�t of that collaboration.”

Taking control
In addition to the rigging for the ceiling and 
eyebrow assemblies, JR Clancy supplied 23 
PowerLi� motorized hoists above the stage for 
raising and lowering scenery, so� goods and 
electrics. Twenty-one of these hoists can move 
scenery at variable speeds from 0 to 120� per 
minute. �e two �xed-speed hoists are used for 
the electrical battens, which do not require 
special moving speed variations. 

To control the rigging system and make it easy 
for a crew of volunteers and students to use, JR 
Clancy supplied its Altus control console. Altus 
provides touchscreen programmable capabilities 
that enable users to create up to 200 cues using 
as many as 48 hoists. Users have direct up/down 
control and a joystick for adjustments on the 
�y, with the ability to program acceleration and 
deceleration for dramatic e�ects. “Altus enables 
the operators to program the PowerLi�s and the 
onstage shell ceiling,” says Auses.

With the Jenison Center for the Arts now 
open and booked with nearly daily events, 
Phillips and Gore have had the opportunity to 
hear from their clients about the versatility of 
their innovative performance space.

“It opened on December 3, and they were 
doing a show a night until the day before 
Christmas,” recalls Phillips. “We have heard 
nothing but good things. �e whole concept 
required quite a bit of rethinking on the part 
of everyone involved – from a technological 
standpoint, from the performers who are using 
the space, and from the management who will 
promote the hall. Also, it takes an owner who is 
willing to try something entirely di�erent.” n
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For flexible, custom solutions 

to every rigging challenge,

J.R. Clancy is the answer.

You know what you want your rig ging to do. At J.R. Clancy, we 

start with your vision and work with you to turn it into reality.

We have the motorized hoists, the rig ging controllers, the custom sol u -

tions, and the 130 years’ worth of exper tise you need to get the system 

of your dreams.

From Sao Paulo to Singapore, we’ve designed and installed sys tems in 

universities, municipalities, and the largest and most comprehensive 

venues around the world. 

Let’s talk about what we can do for you.

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT. 

WE KNOW HOW TO MAKE IT HAPPEN.

7041 INTERSTATE ISLAND ROAD, SYRACUSE, NY USA 13209 
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Design, Manufacture and Installation  

of Theatrical Equipment Worldwide
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Jenison Center for the Arts, Jenison, MI, 
rigging and controls by J.R. Clancy
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5300 Console
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